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The photographs appearing in this advertisement were created by students while enrolled at Hallmark Institute of Photography.
Hallmark Institute of Photography, 241 Millers Falls Rd., Turners Falls, MA, 413-863-2478
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licensed by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
Department of Education.

Our hands-on training program  
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Our industry-envied facilities are 
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relevant equipment.

Within wireless service coverage area only. Email, messaging, and web access require data services from a mobile service provider 
at an additional cost. ISP and/or VPN may also be required. All screen images are simulated. © 2007 Palm, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Palm and Centro are among the trademarks or registered trademarks owned by or licensed to Palm, Inc. 

Socializing

It’s a Palm thing.

The new Palm® Centro™.  In it you’ll fi nd email, text, IM, voice, web, and a killer DJ. 

It’s designed for a more social life. To learn more, visit palmcentro.com
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HOW JPG WORKS     JOIN US AT JPGMAG.COM

JPG 

1. Shoot, Upload, Submit
JPG members upload photos 
and stories to themes.

JPG 

2. Peer Review
The community votes on 
each photo and story.

JPG 

3. Final Selection
Editors create the issue 
with the best of the best.

JPG 

4. Publication
Contributors get $100 
and a free subscription.

WHAT’S NEW

Scenes From the JPG Ball
By Rachel McKinnie
jpgmag.com/photos/364239

We couldn’t have been more surprised by an impromptu party some 
JPG members recently organized. Christening it the JPGers Ball, 
a bunch of JPG folks posted their own party pictures, creating the 
faux December shindig. We think it’s so cool that despite being 
spread across the globe, these creative, hilarious, and talented JPG 
members are brought together by their love of photography—and 
partying. You can see more photos from the JPG Ball on the JPG 
blog at jpgmag.com/jpgball.        
– Team JPG

Shades of fanaticism are infinitely 
varied: “Normal” to one person may 
be oddball or downright shocking to 
the next. In this issue we explore the 
world of the fanatic, from Civil War 
re-enactors to stuffed animal collectors. 
We present a cross-section of passion, 
obsession, and a just a little bit of weird. 
Robyn Cumming’s photo essay “Bound” 
highlights the price of obsession.
     Encapsulating emotional stories 
entirely within a single frame is the 
essence of photography, and the photos 
in our Samsung-sponsored theme 
Emotion Capture tell fascinating ones. 
We also feature six photographers with 
six portrait studies titled “About Faces.”

Also in this issue we showcase aerial 

The Intersection of Passion and Weird
photography in the theme Bird’s-Eye 
View. It’s an amazing selection that 
gives us quite literally a different 
perspective on things we see every day. 
Alexander Heilner explores the abstract 
geography of the world beneath us, 
and—in perhaps what is best described 
as the ultimate bird’s-eye view—NASA’s 
Warren Harold tells us what it’s like 
working with images from the Moon.

Beginning with this issue, we’ve 
evolved the “JPG Sightings” page 
(opposite) into a section we call “What’s 
New,” to show off what’s going on in the 
JPG community and out in the world: 
events, news, etc. We’ve also retooled 
our “Photo Challenge” section to feature 
compelling and personal challenges. 

Check out seven photos of people 
celebrating in our first installment on 
page 112.

Perhaps the most rewarding aspect 
of publishing JPG is seeing the world 
through the eyes of the community. 
JPG is a window into your world—our 
world—in a way no other magazine 
can be. So to reflect this focus, we’ve 
updated our tagline: “Your World in 
Pictures.” The photos and stories you 
share provide an insightful view of our 
evolving cultures directly, honestly, and 
beautifully.

So get out there and show us your 
world. No one knows it better than you.

– Paul Cloutier, Publisher
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Ultimate
By JonPaul Douglass
jpgmag.com/photos/310264

My friend Troy has been a 
fan of the Ultimate Warrior 
since he was a young boy. He 
spent many hours gathering 
materials for his warrior garb 
and many more in the gym for 
the evening of this photo. Most 
people that lay eyes on this 
photo tend to laugh, but I can 
assure you—he isn’t trying to 
be funny here.

The Photographer’s Eye, June 29 - July 5, 2008           © Jennifer Davidson 

SUMMER/FALL 2008
Santa Fe, New Mexico  •  San Miguel de Allende, Mexico

505. 983.1400  •  www.santafeworkshops.com  •  info@santafeworkshops.com
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MY PRECIOUS

Think Inside the Box
Brownie Hawkeye Flash Model 
By Polly Cole

The Brownie Hawkeye, a classic point 
and shoot camera, was introduced by 
The Eastman Kodak Company in 1949 
and was discontinued in 1961. With its 
cheap and simple plastic design, the 
Brownie was the ideal candidate to be 
the photo tool of choice for the Baby 
Booming families of that era. It has a 
rotary shutter, a ‘brilliant’ viewfinder 
(a convex piece of glass on top of the 
camera), a manual film advance knob, 
and requires 620 film. 
     I was given my Brownie Hawkeye as 
a gift by my Uncle Danny in Portales, 

New Mexico. When I got back home 
to Los Angeles, I took my new jewel 
apart. The Brownie was covered in 
five decades of dirt and grime, and I 
meticulously wiped and cleaned every 
crevice of it. Next, I set out on the task 
of finding the required 620 film—a 
format which is no longer produced. In 
my Internet research I found out that 
620 film is basically 120 film wound 
onto larger spools. I had the option of 
purchasing 120 film (which is pretty 
easily found) and respooling it myself, 
but I opted for Option B, aka eBay. On 

eBay I found a seller in Georgia who 
had my desired film and I purchased 
two rolls. 
     When the film finally came (three 
weeks later!) I ripped open the package 
and loaded my Brownie right up. The 
620 film only has 12 exposures, so I 
chose my subjects with the utmost 
discrimination—my husband, the cat, 
the alley down the street, etc. You hold 
the Brownie at hip level and look down 
into the viewfinder—so cool! I felt like 
such a badass until I got the first roll 
developed. The manuals I found online 
said that my pictures would be sharp 
from five feet to infinity. This was not 
so. The only photo that had any degree 
of sharpness was the alley—a long 
expanse of far away-ness. 
     So as I loaded up my next (and 
last) roll of film, I kept this in mind. 
Only take pictures of things far away. 
Hmm. Where could I do this and get 
interesting and antique-seeming images 
at the same time? I know! Downtown. 
Downtown Los Angeles is a cornucopia 
of amazing old art deco buildings—a 
perfect place for a Brownie Hawkeye 
adventure. Later, as I stood on the 
crowded city streets, looking down into 
my hip level box camera, I kept the wise 
words of the camera’s manual in mind: 
“Always stand steady, hold your breath, 
and release the shutter.” 

Polly Cole is a multi-hyphenate 
(photographer-writer-actor) who lives 
in the small desert town of Los Angeles.  
Although she is an atypical Angeleno, she 
does prefer Raymond Carver to Dashiell 
Hammett. 
jpgmag.com/people/funkiepj

jpg_house_ad.indd   1 1/4/08   2:12:54 PM
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8 Great Megapixels
Leica D-Lux 
By Karen Curran

My Precious is a less-than-22-gram-gem of an eight megapixel 
digital camera. My Precious is my Leica D-Lux 2, powerpacked 
with features and great glass, and it’s a pleasure to use. 
     Having been educated in the old school, I still like having 
the option of being able to control the aperture and the 
shutter speed. My preference is for aperture priority. When 
the shutter speed gets too slow for even the image stabilizer, I 
have the option of choosing a higher ISO, and still maintaining 
my aperture, which is usually set for F/8. The D-Lux 2 also has 
metered manual and exposure compensation. These come in 
handy when I choose to expose for aesthetics rather than what 
the camera tells me is the correct exposure. For example: an 
orange flower with yellow in it. By manually controlling the 
exposure, I can avoid a deep orange flower all over and obtain 
the orange and the yellow. The camera has normal autofocus, 
macro autofocus, and manual focus. The D-Lux 2 has three 
aspect ratios: 16:9, 3:2 and 4:3. I usually use the 16:9 because 
it uses all eight megapixels. This little gem also has three 
metering modes: multiple, center-weighted, and spot. 
     The D-Lux 2 does not have a traditional viewfinder. Initially 
I was concerned with using the LCD screen in bright sunlight, 
however, Leica has done such a fine job with the screen 
that bright light almost never interferes with your ability to 
compose a scene on the screen. 
     The D-Lux 2 is the last of the series to offer TIFF format, 
as well as JPEG and RAW. 
     Most of what I use the D-Lux 2 for are abstracts and 
flowers. It fits into a small camera bag, with charger, spare 
batteries, and a spare card. One of the reasons that this camera 
is My Precious is that it is almost always with me and ready to 
capture my vision. 

Karen Curran goes by “doglady” as she has two passions in life: fine 
art photography and dogs. Her education is in medical photography.
jpgmag.com/people/doglady

MY PRECIOUS

One day someone mentioned “these 
really crappy cameras you can get from 
Russia that take the most beautiful 
photos.” Come his birthday time I typed 
the words “crappy Russian camera” into 
Google to see if I could track down 
one of these mysterious beasts. I ended 
up buying not just one but two of the 
things: a brace of beautiful Zorki 4s. 
     Back in the beginnings of the 
Soviet Union, it was decided that the 
people should have access to the kind 
of cameras Leitz were making for 
its capitalist customers, and the first 
Russian Leica copy was born. The FED 
1 was the first of several generations 
of USSR mass-produced rangefinders 
that would eventually see the Zorki 4 
become one of the most ubiquitous 
cameras in the whole world. Despite 
legendarily patchy quality control and 
some potentially disastrous quirks, 

Russia’s Answer to Leica
Zorki 4
By Tim Smith-Laing

nearly 2 million Zorki 4s were produced 
between 1956 and 1973. In fact I’d bet 
that there’s probably one quietly rotting 
in an attic within 200 yards of you right 
this moment. Now, go and find it.

Once you get past the inevitable 
niggling technical problems (slow 
shutter speeds, strange looks from 
people who think digital is the wave of 
the future) the Zorki turns out to be a 
miraculously good camera. Its standard 
prime is the incredible Jupiter 8, which 
despite retailing for around $30 dollars 
or less is tack-sharp, contrasty, and 
renders amazingly vibrant colors. My 
Zorki 4 set me back a staggering $40 
dollars including postage and lens, and 
produced shots that still astound me 
now. Unfortunately, word about these 
former-Soviet gems seems to have 
spread and prices on eBay have risen 
in the last year or so, but the Zorki 4 

remains an unbelievable bargain.
If you’ve never shot with a 

rangefinder before, like I hadn’t, 
shooting with the Z4 is a bewildering 
experience. Rather than viewing through 
the lens as you do on an SLR, on a 
rangefinder you focus by aligning two 
images in the viewfinder. With the Zorki 
4 you have manual focus, of course. 
No meter, obviously. No wind-on lever 
either, but a stiff, gnarly knob thing to 
turn instead. Oh, and the double image 
that’s supposed to be your means of 
focusing is as tiny and faint as could be. 
But when you get that nigh-on-invisible 
second image to coincide perfectly with 
the main view of your subject, you’re in 
business: press the button and wait for 
the satisfying snap of the cloth shutter.

Inefficient and tricky as this may 
all sound, when you get the hang of it, 
the Zorki 4 becomes one of the most 
amazing street-shooters ever made. 
Compared to modern SLRs, especially 
digital ones with ludicrous zoom lenses, 
it’s vanishingly tiny and inconspicuous. 
Last year my Zorki was my faithful 
companion in all the back streets of 
Rome for a full month, and barely 
attracted a glance in a city famous for its 
pickpockets and petty thieves. 

So, if you want a camera with 
history, or an introduction to 
rangefinder photography, or the perfect 
budget street-shooter, or even just a 
paperweight, the Zorki 4 is the camera 
for you. All you need to do now is type 
the words “crap Russian camera” into 
Google. Dosvedanya!  
 
Tim Smith-Laing is a writer and 
photographer from Kent, England and 
wishes he could play the violin. 
jpgmag.com/people/harmonium

What do you covet? Write about your favorite photo thing: jpgmag.com/write/myprecious
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HOW TO

Remember when we made pinhole cameras in grade school 
using an oatmeal container and a needle? Neither do I. But 
many students made them and discovered pinhole photography 
can be a lot of fun. With no viewfinder, you never know what 
you’re going to get. The images have unlimited depth of field 
and often a surreal quality. 
     It’s photography at its most basic level. There is no camera 
lens. Light enters through a tiny hole and exposes the film or 
paper at the back of the camera. You can even shoot digitally 
by replacing the lens of your DSLR with a body cap that has 
a pinhole in it. People use just about anything as a pinhole 
camera: a matchbox, pumpkin, full-size van, even their own 
mouth. 
     I made my first one a few years ago by converting a plastic 
Holga toy camera I bought new for under $20. This year I built 
one from wood. You’ll find instructions online and in books on 
how to make a pinhole camera, and how to determine exposure 
times. Whether you build a pinhole camera from scratch, 
convert an existing camera, or simply use a pinhole body 
cap for your SLR or DSLR, the experience will be the most 
rewarding if you drill your own hole. You can buy laser-drilled 
pinholes, but what fun is that? 

     Start with a piece of aluminum or brass. Metal from a soda 
can will do. I go to the local hobby shop and buy small brass 
sheets with a thickness of 0.002 inch—just a bit thicker than 
aluminum foil. Cut the metal into a square a couple inches 
wide, and lay it on a piece of cardboard or wood. Then poke a 
tiny hole into the center using the smallest sewing needle you 
can find. To do this, place the tip of your index finger on the 
top of the needle and apply slight pressure while spinning the 
needle between the thumb and index finger of your other hand. 
The goal is to make the hole as tiny as possible, so stop after 
the very tip of the needle is through. 
     Turn over the metal and look at the opposite side through 
any kind of magnifying glass. You’ll probably see a raised 
surface around the hole. Using fine sandpaper (about 400 
or 600 grit), gently sand away this raised bump. Turn over 
the metal and sand the other side. Continue sanding until, 
viewed through the magnifier, the surface seems flat around 
the hole on both sides. I use an 8x loupe and a 60x handheld 
microscope ($10) to inspect my progress. Plan to sand for 
about 10 minutes to do an efficient job. You can measure the 
size of the hole by holding the metal and a metric ruler up to a 
light. With the ruler running alongside the hole, look through 

the magnifier and estimate the hole’s size. Knowing the size 
will help you determine the required exposure times. Usually, 
the holes I drill are about one-fifth of a millimeter in diameter 
(0.20 mm). The smaller the hole, the sharper the image. 
     Now you have a homemade pinhole to use in an SLR body 
cap or pinhole camera. The exposures are long, so have a tripod 
or somewhere to rest the camera. Experiment with it. Let the 
long exposures capture the movement of clouds or water. Try 
some night shots. Get close—really close—to experience the 
incredible depth of field. Light is often diffracted in unusual 
ways, so try shooting directly into the sun. Be prepared for 
some surprises. 

Darren Constantino likes to photograph the landscape around his 
Northeastern Ohio home. He’s indebted to his wife for her patience 
with his photography on their travels. 
jpgmag.com/people/dcsnaps

Pin Prick
Taking Photography Back to Basics
By Darren Constantino

People use just about anything as a pinhole camera: a matchbox, pumpkin, full-
size van, even their own mouth.
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“What is Lith printing you may ask?” Well it’s just like printing 
a negative in the traditional darkroom except you use a special 
paper developer and lith-friendly, fiber-based photographic 
paper. I use Fotospeed LD 20 Lith and Maco Superlith 
developers with Fotospeed Lith and Fomatone MG Warmtone 
papers. Only certain papers will lith print. You must overexpose 
the negative about three stops or more with the enlarger. Then 
put it in the developer and wait about four to eight minutes 
for the image to appear. You have to be very patient. Unlike 
a regular print that develops to a certain point and stops, lith 
prints undergo what’s called “infectious” development. This 
means the development starts to accelerate at an exponential 
pace. You must pull the print at the right moment or it will 
be too dark. After pulling the print, proceed to put it through 
the stop and fix baths. The fix bath will increase the contrast 
of your print and bring out detail. Depending on when you 

Lith on My Mind
Patience for the Unpredictable
By Scott Sandler

pull the print from the developer, you will get different colors. 
As the developer gets used, the prints become more “lithy,” or 
grainier with deeper color. No two prints are ever the same. 
In fact varying the aperture on the enlarger and varying the 
exposure time has different effects as well. Even the different 
papers will have an effect on the final print. All photos shown 
were shot with a Holga camera and various black and white 
films, then scanned with no manipulation. Give lith printing a 
try; you won’t be disappointed.  

Scott Sandler is a self-taught photographer specializing in 
traditional film and darkroom photography.  An East Coast 
transplant living in San Diego, California, he is inspired by the 
spirituality of India as well as the ethereal quality of nature. 
jpgmag.com/people/anaanda

HOW TO

How do you do what you do? Write a How To: jpgmag.com/write/howto
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ThEmE ENTROPY
THEME

Shhhh...I’m Having a Moment
By Leslie Andrews
jpgmag.com/photos/186499

Joy, regret, pride, love, sorrow: the most complex 
human feelings can sometimes be captured perfectly 

in a single frame. JPG photographs show us those 
emotions that need no explanation. 

Emotion Capture

Sponsored By Samsung

18
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This is Sean collapsing from laughter. Unfortunately I walked 
away and missed the joke, but the aftermath was just as funny.

LOLzZZ
By Alex Drum
jpgmag.com/photos/319452

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

Hot Holy Hell! Somebody Help Me!!!
By Wesley Furgiuele
jpgmag.com/photos/306324

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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The Look
By Micah Gilmore
jpgmag.com/photos/338263

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

Double exposure on a Polaroid Spectra.

Nothing More. Nothing Less.
By Jon Macapodi
jpgmag.com/photos/299982

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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Happy Birthday, Grandma.

Birthday Wishes
By Brandon Chapple
jpgmag.com/photos/345734

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

She’s just an innocent bystander. Or is she?

Firestarter
By Dave Roth
jpgmag.com/photos/349763

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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Akron, Ohio.

Akron Bus Stop 6
By Stacey Besst
jpgmag.com/photos/289224

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

Untitled
By Federico Erra
jpgmag.com/photos/313123

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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It’ll Be OK
By Lauren Colchamiro
jpgmag.com/photos/178378

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

Untitled
By Michael Michaud
jpgmag.com/photos/306652

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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Monrovia Central Prison in Liberia, during the tail end of an 
outreach program.

We’re All Thieves
By Robert Larson
jpgmag.com/photos/321925

The Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum is a museum in Phnom Penh, 
capital of Cambodia. The site is a former high school that was 
used as the notorious Security Prison 21 (S-21) by the Khmer 
Rouge regime.

Tuol Sleng, Cambodia
By Dawn Chenette
jpgmag.com/photos/324026

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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Anger. I observed this couple having a very heated argument a 
while ago (the flying ashtray was an added bonus).

I Won’t Take that Sh*t from No One
By George Karaganis
jpgmag.com/photos/313700

ThEmE EmOTION CAPTURE

Kolkata, India. 2007

Untitled
By Alberto Lizaralde
jpgmag.com/photos/353689

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg
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Mary Lou Wallner rejected her daughter for being gay, 
and lost her to suicide. Mary Lou was a devoted Christian 
follower of Dr. James Dobson, who insists that homosexuality 
is an abomination. After her daughter’s suicide, Mary Lou 
reinterpreted her bible—word for word—and has made it her life 
long quest to teach more tolerant and loving Christian attitudes 
toward homosexuality. Her hope is that no parent will ever 
reject their gay child and have to suffer such a tragic loss.

Mary Lou Wallner
By Matthew Mahon
jpgmag.com/photos/351134

Untitled
By Paulo Alegria
jpgmag.com/photos/338295

SPONSORED bY SAmSUNg34
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FEATURE

About Faces

 

Six studies from six photographers: portraits of strangers, family, and everyone in between.

extra page... we could cut one content page, or the 
everywhere house ad, to make a NASA extra spread...

jpg14_everywhere_ad-02.indd   1 1/4/08   3:52:30 PM
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What went through your mind when you were first told that 
horrible news? What did you first think? Feel?

Were you young? Barely an adult when you first really 
became aware of the harsh reality of life?

Imagine entering a room with faces peering from the 
darkness on every wall, the floor, and the ceiling. You hear 
whispering coming from behind the portraits, all slightly bigger 
than a normal face, in gritty detail, every pore visible, every 
beautiful imperfection there in front of you.

Do you go closer, trying to sympathize with their shock or 

their pain, trying to make out their individual stories from the 
soft cacophony? Or do you exit the room, either from a desire 
to move on towards the better things in life or an inability to 
deal with the minor and major tragedies of others?

The installation is intended not as something to burden 
people, but as a way to help us deal with the pain in our life. 

 
Ian Aleksander Adams is a NYC kid escaped to Savannah, Georgia. 
Find more at www.ianadamsphoto.com. 
jpgmag.com/people/iaaphoto

 
 Bad News 
By Ian Aleksander Adams

40
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These photos mean a lot to me not because I took them, but 
because of the people who are in them. For the three months 
I lived in Croatia, I saw a lot of these people everyday and 
would talk to them extensively. Many of them lived through 
the Serbo-Croat War and it was very interesting listening to the 
stories they told. I was happy to find out they all had a pleasant 
demeanor about life and shared it with others. Most of the 
pictures you see from that region are desolate and depressing, 
so I wanted to show a community that went through the 

struggle, but is enjoying life. I have the utmost respect for 
everyone there because they treated me as one of their own 
and did not judge me. I truly enjoyed my time and will always 
be thankful for the people I met. Volim te Hrvatska!  

 
Leon is a photographer and writer who likes cartoons and Eggo 
waffles. He also drives a ‘93 Corolla and likes to travel. 
jpgmag.com/people/afroamerican2 

 Island Life
By Leon Henderson
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Closer 
By Robert Josiah Bingaman

On a recent trip home, I discovered that many of my family 
members felt that I had distanced myself from them. In fact, 
many of them were hurt, and even angry with me in ways I did 
not expect. Instead of resolving these problems, I decided it 
would be interesting to take overwhelmingly close portraits of 
each family member. Their reactions were varied, surprising, 
and stunning.

I love the individuals behind these faces. Their gazes are those 
of people who know me. 
 
Robert Josiah Bingaman is an artist living, working, and seeing in 
Kansas City, America. He is known for his uncanny ability to slip in 
and out of rooms undetected. He is six feet and one inch tall. 
jpgmag.com/people/robertjosiah
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are able to produce in a week. Children 
chase each other through the muddy 
streets, kicking plastic-bag soccer balls, 
dodging goats, horses, donkeys, and 
cows tethered to stakes in the ground. 
Market day reveals a brighter and 
prouder side of life than the misery that 
walked through our gates.

The milieu of dilapidated, 
make-shift structures sinking in the 
mud camouflaged the true dignity of 

the people I wished to photograph. 
Although poverty is an indelible 
part of daily existence here, my goal 
was to extract each person from his 
environment and photograph him on 
his finest day, in his finest clothes, 
without the interference of crumbling 
conditions. In May 2006, I set up a 
photo booth in the middle of the market 
and made a portrait of any person who 
wanted his picture taken. My booth, a 
white man holding a camera standing 
in front of a white-sheeted backdrop, 

was mobbed that day. I photographed 
street urchins in rags, women in colorful 
dresses, drunks who stumbled from 
the bar, goats and chickens, the town 
policeman, the village idiot, little 
boys imitating their best karate kick, 
distinguished and wise old men (rarities 
in an area where life expectancy is about 
40), young girls in pretty dresses, and 
more. All told, I photographed nearly 
700 people. The ones you see here are 

some of my favorites. I see strength 
born from hardship, and pride born 
from ancient traditions. I see hope, 
perhaps not for earthly rewards, but for 
a next life with more comforts than this 
one.  
 
Jeff James is a photographer living in 
Harrisonburg, Virginia, who dreams of 
finding ways to return to Africa. 
jpgmag.com/gideonsdad

 
High up in the mountainous rainforests 
of southwest Ethiopia is a muddy little 
town called Chiri. Under the backdrop 
of torrential rains, ankle-deep mud, 
disease, and premature death, one would 
think this area and its people hopelessly 
destitute.

Yet twice each week, thousands 
of residents trudge through the 
mud, sometimes for several hours, to 
congregate in Chiri town. On market 
days, Thursdays and Sundays, people 
don their best clothes and boys court 
girls, offering to carry their heavy 
bundles of vegetables and grains to and 
from market. Men sporting fine and 
feathered hats drink local brew out of 
colorful plastic cups, laughing, dancing, 
and listening to crackling music from 
warped tapes and blown-out speakers. 
Women socialize with other women 
while trading or selling whatever they 

 Market Day Portraits 
By Jeff James
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 Musicians 
By Shawn Brackbill

 
I have been shooting individual portraits of musicians for a little 
over three years—a project inspired by a trip to the Coachella 
music festival in 2004. With an all-access photo pass in hand, I 
wanted to break free from typical live performance shots and do 
something that both challenged my talents and captured these 

artists in a unique and personal light.
I initially decided to photograph individual musicians 

because of the difficulty I encountered coordinating full band 
shoots. However, after the first shots I took at Coachella, I 
quickly realized these one-on-one portraits were a special way 

for me to capture how these artists wanted themselves to be 
perceived.

I strive to capture the musicians—no matter how famous or 
unknown—as human beings first, encouraging them to show 
the lens who they are as individuals. By limiting my lighting 
options (mostly to available light), and background choices, 
I allow my subjects to bring their own personalities to the 
project and encouraged them to choose their own poses, facial 
gestures, wardrobe, etc.

I have found that my best photos are born from quick 

shoots, often of only five to ten frames in under five minutes. 
Over the past three years, my portrait project has evolved from a 
series of simple, isolated shots into a cohesive collection, with a 
strong centralized theme of “the musician as individual artist.” 

 
Shawn Brackbill is a portrait and music photographer living in 
Brooklyn, NY.  His work has been published in numerous magazines 
including MOJO, Anthem, XLR8R, and Dazed and Confused.  You can 
see more of his work at www.shawnbrackbill.com. 
jpgmag.com/people/sbrackbill
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 Behind the Hobby 
By Isabelle Ribeiro

This project consists in the analysis, documenting, and 
understanding of people and the objects they collect. Being 
part of this hobby myself, I am interested in documenting doll 
collectors, their dolls of choice, as well as their stories and 
connections to one another.

The underground world of Asian ball-jointed dolls has yet 
to be discovered by the media. The amount of customizing 
that goes into these dolls, like changing their eyes, make up, 
wigs, clothes, and body parts shows how much of the person’s 
character goes into each doll they own. Some see their dolls as 
children, some as toys, some as expensive display objects.

I am interested in showing the world what goes into this 
hobby, and what a great variety of people are part of it. I have 
met old, young, male, female, and everything in between.

I wish to eventually publish a book with this entire series. 
The world of Asian dolls is huge, and it has been a fantastic 
experience to meet and photograph all of these collectors.  
 
Isabelle Ribeiro, born and raised in Brazil, is an art BA student 
at the University of Central Florida and enjoys spending her time 
bringing life to dolls and toys through her photography. 
http://www.jpgmag.com/people/chibikitsune
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ThEmE ENTROPY
THEME

A while ago, I bumped into the “San Diego Star Wars Fan Club” 
(someone online suggested it may be the 501st Legion). There 
were around 20 to 30 people and all were dressed up and posing 
for some trading cards pictures. For some reason they also 
brought their surfboards with them. Thanks for posing and 
enduring the heat in those costumes.

Stormtrooper
By Simon Christen
jpgmag.com/photos/178764

Fanatic

52

You name it, and somebody loves it. JPG photographers sought out 
those enthusiastic individuals who take their hobbies to the next 

level. You may call it crazy, but you can’t call it boring.
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Marseille, France. These are the supporters of the local soccer 
team, Olympique de Marseille.

Droit au But
By Guillaume Simon
jpgmag.com/photos/279390

ThEmE FANATIC

To get a good seat, a true fan arrives early. Grandstand seating 
at the USTA National Tennis Center in New York.

Open Seating
By Allan Pospisil
jpgmag.com/photos/354958
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This is a photo of my daughter in her bedroom. She is a really 
big fan of the musical group The Jonas Brothers. She has been 
to see them multiple times in concert. She also got to meet 
them and actually touch them at a local radio station.

Jonas Brothers Fan
By Marc Subido
jpgmag.com/photos/326425

ThEmE FANATIC

This is my dad and most of his collection of more than 300 old 
school skateboards. He was Canada’s skateboard champion 
in the early ‘70s and still skates today, so it’s a huge part of 
his life. The boards span time from the late ‘60s to the end of 
the ‘80s and make up the largest collection of them in Canada. 
Having gathered this many in just over eight years from garage 
sales, friends, and the Internet, I can only imagine what it will 
look like another five or ten. The rarest of boards can fetch a 
high price on eBay as well so it’s not just a cheap hobby. 
It’s always interesting flipping through them, checking out 
the variety of detailed and interesting graphics and the old 
scratches telling stories of people in the past.

Nuts and Bolts
By TJ Watt
jpgmag.com/photos/318867
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At a body-building competition in Kamloops, B.C.

Confused
By Dina Goldstein
jpgmag.com/photos/23328

ThEmE FANATIC

7:55 on a January morning. Nothing much stops the Brighton 
Sea swimmers. These two are looking out for a potentially 
missing swimmer who appeared about two minutes later.

Snowy Swim
By Kevin Meredith
jpgmag.com/photos/336379
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This is my friend Alan. One day I was over at his house; I walked 
into his room and was amazed at the amount of skating stuff he 
had. He has been skating for about nine years and has broken 
just about everything you can imagine. Despite this he still 
skates every day and loves it.

Alan Woge
By Dustin Watson
jpgmag.com/photos/298172

Leipzig, Germany. This is now the world’s largest gaming 
tradeshow. I was surprised at how many of these kids had flown 
from all over the world (including many from the USA), just to 
see the next year’s games before anyone else—in this case, to 
play some on PSP. I go because I love the work; they go because 
they love the games.

Games Convention
By Matthew Bennion
jpgmag.com/photos/300230
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This is my GranJene. She goes by that name because when I 
was born she told my mom that she felt “too young” to be a 
grandmother, so she’d be a “GranJene” instead!
In case you haven’t noticed, she collects pandas. Stuffed 
pandas, panda clothing, panda jewelry, panda lamps, panda 
place mats, even panda silverware! You name it and she’s got 
the “panda” it. As of July this year she had 3,008 panda bears in 
her collection, but it’s still growing.
Ah relatives, aren’t they just barrels of fun?

GranJene
By James Farrally II
jpgmag.com/photos/226208

ThEmE FANATIC

Jean Pierre Shy: Champion.

King of the Ring
By Jacques Shy II
jpgmag.com/photos/306671
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Every Sunday in Montreal, if you walk over to Jeanne Mance 
Park, you will find hundreds of people smoking weed and 
playing drums. If you venture into the woods a little more, you 
witness real live Dungeons & Dragons. I may be wrong, but I 
think its called “larking.” [ed. note: LARPing (Live Action Role-
Playing)] Anyways, people show up and fight each other with 
duct tape swords and shields. Totally amazing.

I Think It’s Called Larking?
By Gordon Ball
jpgmag.com/photos/278452

Three warriors make their way off the field of battle as it 
continues in the background. The three are “dead,” signified 
by their swords held over their heads. This was taken during 
the field battle at Pennsic 35 (2006). Several hundred fighters 
on each side in heavy armor bore down on each other with 
swords and spears of rattan in temperatures in the high 90s 
at least. Pennsic is the biggest event of the year for those in 
the SCA—Society for Creative Anachronism—with about 10,000 
people coming to Western Pennsylvania to live in “the current 
middle ages” for two weeks in August. In addition to the fighting 
there are many classes in aspects of life and culture of the 
middle ages: dancing, shopping, arts exhibits, workshops, 
feasts, and more.

Warriors Three
By Marie Halloran
jpgmag.com/photos/357411
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Union troops break through Confederate lines in a South 
Carolina Civil War reenactment. Here a Confederate soldier 
rallies his lines by waving their battle flag. The angle of the 
flag and the way his comrade is helping him at the top of the 
defensive mound gave me a sense of the famous Iwo Jima 
image of the US Marines raising the US Flag.

Battle Flag
By Rod Pasibe
jpgmag.com/photos/98905

ThEmE FANATIC

The king of Coney Island. Shot during the 2006 Mermaid Parade.

Neptune
By Jeffrey Shay
jpgmag.com/photos/279512
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PHOTO ESSAY

Bound 
The Objects That 
Define Us 
By Robyn Cumming

Robyn Cumming is a photo-based artist working 
in Toronto. She has been described as “the most 
deadpan funny artist using film since French director 
Jacques Tati” (Peter Goddard, Toronto Star) “with an 
uncanny ability to conjure up entire short stories in a 
single image.” (David Jager, Now Magazine) She has 
upcoming exhibits in 2008 at the Macdonald Stewart 
Art Centre in Guelph, Ontario and in the Contact 
Photography Festival.
jpgmag.com/people/rcumming

This series is an exploration of our 
binds. The objects we collect and 
consume believing that they make 
us more likeable, attractive, func-
tional, and bearable. These binds 
surround us and wear away with us 
and decay. They become run-down 
and consumed. They help us piddle 
along while containing us within 

a shell—constant hindrances 
masked in comfort and familiarity.
     I chose the objects for this 
series carefully; each is symbolic 
of something beyond their physi-
cal presence whether it is faith 
or beauty, time or health. They 
are manifest in a variety of forms 
and often a variety of colors and 

styles. Our relationship with these 
items is contradictory;  we attempt 
to control and contain, organize, 
label, alphabetize, and categorize 
them. When plucked from our nar-
ratives and witnessed in one small 
moment they produce an image 
of life that is strange, melancholy, 
and littered with doubt. 

6968
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Plough
By Ednaldo Alves Paulino
jpgmag.com/photos/260248Bird’s-Eye View
Bolivian Soy
By Daniel Beams
jpgmag.com/photos/351922

ThEmE ENTROPY
THEME

There’s something thrilling about seeing a familiar world from a new perspective. 
Taken from balconies, rooftops, planes, and bridges, these aerial photographs show us 
the beauty of the bigger picture and the patterns in the everyday.

7978
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Day by Day
By Mikael Jansson
jpgmag.com/photos/303356

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

Bird’s-Eye View Bangkok
By Steve Fox
jpgmag.com/photos/358984
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This photo was taken in Madrid, Spain, in March of 2004, just 
a few days before the Atocha train bombings. I was out on a 
balcony eight stories up. When I looked down at the street (Eloy 
Gonzalo), I noticed the sun was hitting passersby at such an 
angle that their shadows trailed behind them like elongated 
giants. I grabbed my camera and caught this older couple 
holding hands. It is one of my favorite photos to date, partly 
because I think it’s a good representation of how peaceful life 
in Madrid was before the worst terrorist attack on Spanish soil 
occurred a few days later.

Love Shadows
By Alyse Liebovich
jpgmag.com/photos/294713

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

Eiffel View
By Ivan Kropotkin
jpgmag.com/photos/290105
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This little Philippine village (Bangan) does hold a somewhat 
agrarian existence. Far removed from civilization, it is about 
a 45-minute drive from the town of Banaue on a bumpy dirt 
road through the mountains. I didn’t hike down into the village, 
although it is possible to do so.

Lost World
By David Lazar
jpgmag.com/photos/225447

Little Paradise
By Gustavo Sanabria
jpgmag.com/photos/295101
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Intersection
By Gabi Sarlay
jpgmag.com/photos/322684

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

A view over the balcony of the MGM Signature towers.

Disymmetry
By Jordan Iverson
jpgmag.com/photos/294625
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Anti-Sonar rave party in Barcelona.

Rave It High
By Roc Herms
jpgmag.com/photos/331414

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

A River Runs Through It
By Ahmer Inam
jpgmag.com/photos/358495
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It was my second work adventure to Hong Kong this last 
summer. On my last day in the heart of the Island, I had to get 
up to the roof of the 60-story building where I was working, and 
take pictures at sunset. I lured my acrophobic boss up to the 
roof with me, who watched in terror, witnessing my energetic 
shift from the safe vantage point along the railing to the 
exposed perch that I knew would give me the most direct view 
down. Lying flat, with my legs twined around a pole for balance, 
I stretched as far over the edge as possible for a unique view of 
Wan Chai District below.

Hong Kong Vertigo
By Joel Aron
jpgmag.com/photos/354639

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

Park Avenue
By Michael O’Neal
jpgmag.com/photos/321258
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Sometimes great travel experiences just require taking a 
chance. So I paid a small fee and strapped myself into an ultra 
light aircraft (hang glider with a motor) pinned against the back 
of the pilot. In a heartbeat we were in the 25-knot trade winds 
trying to make some headway against them before turning for a 
quick spin around the island downwind and finally landing (best 
part of plan). We spiraled down toward the foot of the runway, 
racing over the village and beach below us. I traced the whole 
path with my camera, freezing in part the life and livelihood 
of the island residents. I was so excited when I landed, I did it 
again the next day. Gran Roque, Los Roques, Venezeula, 1997.

High Over Los Roques
By Rice Jackson
jpgmag.com/photos/271904

Taken in Porto (Portugal). I think it was some kind of gift being 
up there when children appeared.

Play the Game!
By Carlos Cazurro
jpgmag.com/photos/294059
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Northwestern America.

Lava Fields
By Johnny Bravo
jpgmag.com/photos/305487

ThEmE bIRD’S-EYE vIEW

Aerial Niagara
By Alexandru Capsa
jpgmag.com/photos/297345
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Taken from Panorama Punkt at Potsdamer Platz in Berlin.

Lawnmower Man
By Johnny Jetstream
jpgmag.com/photos/294875

On the 375th and final day of my 50-state tour, I was able to go 
to the very top of the Mackinac Bridge, something only a few 
people a year get to do. There couldn’t have been a better finale 
in Michigan: this is an awesome icon of the state. There is an 
elevator that fits three people tightly, then you have to climb a 
30 to 40 foot ladder from the second crossbeam to the top. It 
was one of the most incredible places I’ve ever stood, 552 feet 
above the water.

On Top of the Mackinac Bridge
By Justin Sailor
jpgmag.com/photos/295262

96
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PHOTO ESSAY

Aerial Wonder 
Finding Beauty at the Intersection of Nature and Infrastructure 
By Alexander Heilner

“I believe that anyone who flies in an airplane and 
doesn’t spend most of his time looking out the window 
wastes his money.” —Marc Reisner, Cadillac Desert

What is “natural” and what is “man-made”? On the 
surface, the distinction seems simple and intuitive. 
But the more time I spend digging into this question, 
the more complex and nuanced the answers become. 
And as the organic and human-built environments 
become further intertwined, the distinction ceases to 

carry much meaning. Grappling with this idea has long 
been a cornerstone of my photography. 
     As a lifelong travel addict, I spend an extraordinary 
amount of time with my head alternately buried in a 
map, or pressed against the window of a commercial 
jet. And what I have come to realize is that these two 
practices are—for me—different means of channeling 
the same experience. When I look down upon the 
landscape from 39,000 feet, I am enthralled with how 
beautiful it is. But not just the “natural” land forms; 

 (Continued on 103) 100
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     I started hiring smaller planes in order to gain 
more control of my aerial photography. I have made 
many great pictures from commercial jets, but these 
images rely upon fortuitous routes and timing, not to 
mention very clean windows. In a Cessna, with the 
wings overhead, I can remove the glass altogether, 
and my hired pilot will bank and circle over the same 
mine tailings for an hour if I want her to. 
     The glorious abstractions of Moab’s Intrepid Potash 
Mine, and the evaporation ponds of San Francisco 
Bay represent some of the more extreme examples 
of human-built structures taking on a deep aesthetic 
beauty when seen from above. I can’t resist making 
pictures there. But I am also increasingly excited 

I am especially drawn to the highways, the railroads, 
the bridges, and the dammed reservoirs—the 
unintentionally aesthetic marks of our advanced 
infrastructure. 
     Poring over a map is really just a schematic way 
for me to continue staring out the airplane window 
after I am no longer basking in the stratospheric 
sunlight. Likewise, when I am in the air, I often find 
myself reflexively “reading” the land as if it were a 
map; identifying notable places and structures in my 
endless quest to know everything about everywhere. 
And of course the places that interest me most are 
those where the organic landscape has been marked 
or reshaped by people. 

104 AERIAL WONDER bY ALEXANDER hEILNER

In a Cessna, with all the wings overhead, I can remove the glass altogether, and my
hired pilot will bank and circle over the same mine tailings for an hour if I want her to.
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Alexander Heilner is a New York-based 
photographer and digital, video, and 
installation artist whose projects investigate 
the intersection between organic and artificial 
aspects of our environment.  He is a professor 
of photography and digital imaging at the 
Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore.  
You can see many more of his projects at 
www.heilner.net. 
jpgmag.com/people/aheilner

about the more pedestrian marks—the highways, the 
railroads, the artificial shore lines—which can be just 
as magnificent in their own elegant simplicity. These 
structures are certainly built by humans and can 
hardly be called “natural” in any objective way. But as 
I gaze down upon them, and out over the surrounding 
landscape, their stunning beauty and serene elegance 
rivals even mother nature’s best work. And in many 
cases the juxtaposition of the two worlds produces a 
visual harmony that is even greater than the sum of 
its parts. When a dam is built across a river to create 
a reservoir, is that a “natural” structure? Before you 
answer, ask the beaver who built it. And then let me 
take a picture. 
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INTERVIEW

 Found in Space
Warren Harold Brings New Life to the Cold Landscape of Lunar Photography
Interview by Todd Lappin

109108

JPG contributor Warren Harold has had photos pub-
lished in JPG issues 7 and 9, but when I learned about 
his day job at NASA, I had to know more. At NASA, 
Warren is working on a special project to create vast 
panoramas that depict the Apollo moon landings in 
exquisite detail. How does he do it? That’s just what I 
wanted to find out.

Where do these pictures come from?
The images were captured by the Apollo astronauts on the lunar 
surface. With no viewfinder, they simply stood in place and turned, 
capturing intermittent frames. The camera would occasionally be 
tilted up or down to account for changes in the landscape.

What kind of cameras did they use?
The imagery used for the panoramas was captured using a modified 
70mm Hasselblad EL Data camera that was bracket-mounted to the 
front of the astronaut’s spacesuit.

How are the photos archived at NASA?
The original flight film is stored in a freezer at 0° F. The freezer itself 
is in a refrigerator, which is kept at 55° F. To remove the film from 
the vault, a 48-hour, two-stage procedure is required to acclimate 
the film to room temperature.

What are you doing with the photos?
Until now, all of the images from the Apollo missions were second 
and third generation dupes, so a joint-project is currently in progress 
with Arizona State University to produce high-resolution scans of 

all the original Apollo film. The new scans look as though they were 
taken yesterday! We’ve also received requests to stitch together the 
lunar panoramas. After trying a few automated methods, I decided 
that doing it manually in Photoshop is the best way to go. As an 
extra challenge, I also have to work around the Reseau reticles or 
“crosshairs” that exist on each frame—NASA used these to calculate 
accurate distance measurements between points. So far we’ve put 
together 24 panoramas of the landing sites from Apollo 11–12 and 
14–17, as well as a few of the geological stations. 

Has working with these photos changed the way you think of the 
moon landings?
I was born in September of 1969, so I only know a world where man 
has had a presence on the moon. It’s something that people my age 

take for granted. But working with these new scans at this level 
of detail really brings the experience close to home. What strikes 
me the most is the sense of scale. Piecing these together frame by 
frame, I often get lost in the details. Yet when I step back to look at 
the overall image it’s really overwhelming.

Is there one image that’s become your favorite?  
It would have to this one (shown below) from Apollo 17. It was one of 
the first panoramas I put together, and it portrays just how surreal 
man’s presence looks in such an uninhabited and foreign space. 

Todd Lappin is fleet management officer for Telstar Logistics. 
jpgmag.com/people/telstarlogistics

PHOTO FROM NASA
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If only I could no longer photograph 
to represent what I see or feel. I wish I 
could take pictures to forget what I know 
and discover shapes that let me imagine 

and dream once again. Let me bring you 
into a winter’s tale. With these shapes, 
create for yourself a story as unique and 
ephemeral as a snowflake. 

THE PROJECT

Maoya Bassiouni is Swiss, Egyptian, and 
American, and studies environmental 
engineering. She is very shy and loves to 
search for secret hideouts.  
jpgmag.com/people/skouawel

Snowflakes 
Glassware Aerials 
By Maoya Bassiouni

Diorama
[dahy-uh-ram-uh, -rah-muh]
By Struan Oglanby

Got a great photo project? Share it at: jpgmag.com/write/project

There’s an odd balance between honesty and trickery in a 
good diorama. Carefully crafted life-sized models and props 
are placed in front of a painted backdrop, designed to offer a 
glimpse of a scene most will never encounter. 
     When I photographed these dioramas the first time, I 
included the frame around each, and came back with a rather 
static result—one that spoke more of the confines of the pieces 
than the scenes themselves. I went back and shot each as if I 
were walking through the depiction, framing the pictures as I 
would the real thing. This removed the museum from the com-
position and left me with a view of a world that at first glance 
seems plausible, but not quite right.
     The shadows of trees, falling on faraway mountains, didn’t 
obey the rules. Forests were impossibly clear at great depths. 
Colors remained bright, even at a distance. And the animals 
roamed boundless around a semi-flat landscape that was born to 
be still. I have to give credit to three groups of people for mak-
ing these pictures what they are. First the model makers, with 
their remarkable eye for detail. Every feather and eye-twinkle 
and craggy branch is there, living and breathing. Second, the 
backdrop painters, who provided amazing colors that look 
like nature in its Sunday best. And last, the glass cleaners, who 
fight an avalanche of face smudges and nose-soiled fingerprints 
that allowed me to get such clear pictures. All of this made for 
simple post-processing, with minimal levels and curves adjust-
ment to do these dioramas the justice they deserve. 

Struan Oglanby is a designer and photographer who lives in New 
York, where he avoids the L train at all costs. In a previous life, he 
toured with bands as a technician and stage manager.
jpgmag.com/people/zunto
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CONTRIBUTORS Meet the people who made this issue of JPG Magazine.

Paulo Alegria  paulgi.com
I am Paulo Alegria, known among friends 
and everywhere else, as Paulgi. I was born 
in Portugal in 1970. I got my first “serious” 
camera in ‘82; it was a Pentax stolen from my 
father’s desk drawer, and about 5 years later I 
found out the shot button. Since then I can’t 
stop anymore; that click sound became music 
for me.
jpgmag.com/people/paulgi

Leslie Andrews 
leslieandrewsphotography.com
I am a freelance photographer; I love taking 
pictures that tell a story. I love fashion 
editorials. I am here to meet new people and 
learn more about the craft!
jpgmag.com/people/urbanjewel

Joel Aron  joelaron.com
I am a visual effects artist and supervisor 
from the SF Bay Area. I’ve been a 
photographer for the last 25 years. I am 
absolutely in love with photography. I walk 
everywhere with a camera, DSLR, or my 
lovely M6. I prefer film, however, I do use 
digital when turnaround time is demanded. 
Almost always, the M6 goes where I go, and 
on average, rip through a roll a day.
jpgmag.com/people/joelaron

Gordon Ball  gordonballphotos.com
I got into skateboarding, punk, and cameras 
when I was eight.
jpgmag.com/people/gordonball

Daniel Beams  pbase.com/beamsclan
I am an avid amateur photographer based in 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
jpgmag.com/people/beamsclan

Matthew Bennion  bennino.com
Buttons are not toys.
jpgmag.com/people/mbennino76

Stacey Besst  gogo-hermes.deviantart.com
I’m a freelance documentary photographer 
in the Midwest, somewhere between 
Pennsylvania and Indiana. I’m passionate 
about photography and the people I 
photograph.
jpgmag.com/people/gogohermes

Johnny Bravo 
jpgmag.com/people/lanphere

Join us at jpgmag.com

Alexandru Capsa  larisan.com/blog
jpgmag.com/people/alexsan

Carlos Cazurro  cazurro.com
jpgmag.com/people/cazurro

Brandon Chapple 
I am Brandon, a photojournalism student 
in southern Illinois. This January will mark 
my one year anniversary of getting into 
photography, so I’m still learning my shit. 
jpgmag.com/people/neonbiblethumper

Dawn Chenette
jpgmag.com/people/dawnec

Simon Christen  flickr.com/photos/seemoo 
jpgmag.com/people/seemoo

Keith Clark  pictureinfocus.com
I am a photographer like many other 
photographers. Just trying to find that near 
perfect blend of light, color, and composition 
can become illusive. My hope, as always, is to 
create an image that represents what I saw 
before I took the picture. My goal is always 
to keep the picture in focus.
jpgmag.com/people/pictureinfocus

Lauren Colchamiro  laurencolchamiro.com
I am 23 years young. Brooklyn born ‘n raised.
Do you see what I see?
jpgmag.com/people/laurenornot

JonPaul Douglass  jonpauldouglass.com
Photographer from Central FL. I’m not a 
fan of the ordinary, though I’m interested in 
photos that make you feel and think.
jpgmag.com/people/chuckhead

Alex Drum  flickr.com/photos/alexdrum/sets/
I’ve lost that loving feline.
jpgmag.com/people/whales

Antonio Encarnacion  photosbyae.com
I am a full-time graphic designer by day and 
a freelance photographer by night. I am so 
new to photography that at this point I am 
shooting everything: portraits, landscapes, 
still life, you name it!
jpgmag.com/people/photosbyae

Federico Erra 
flickr.com/photos/federico_erra
Diane Arbus’ shocking photographs of 
monsters and eccentric people had already 
taken possession of my eyes many years ago. 

Today I should be different, but in my heart 
I still hear from that insatiable dreamer. 
jpgmag.com/people/fred5

James Farrally II  jamesfarrally.com
I live and work as an independent 
photographer in Los Angeles, California, and 
I dig this mag/site! I imagine, I create. 
I walk, I see. I live, I shoot. I am a 
photographer.
jpgmag.com/people/kamraman

Steve Fox
I am Steve.
jpgmag.com/people/foxydancer

Wesley Furgiuele
flickr.com/photos/wespionage
I am unsure how I got here.
jpgmag.com/people/wespionage

Micah Gilmore 
jpgmag.com/people/micahgilmore

Dina Goldstein  dinagoldstein.com
I’m a professional photographer that still 
loves to shoot for fun.
jpgmag.com/people/honey

Marie Halloran  mariehalloran.com
jpgmag.com/people/aislingthech

Roc Herms  rocherms.com
I am a Barcelona graphic designer who 
discovered photography a few years ago. I like 
a lot of my pictures and want to share those 
little stories with the rest of the world.
jpgmag.com/people/orcherms

Maggie Hudson  honey-photo.com
I have red hair. I was born an artist and hope 
to continue creating my entire life. I love to 
be inspired and learn from others. I love to 
be humbled by others and find I have a long 
way to go in life. I live in Portland, Oregon 
with my husband and dog Sophie.
jpgmag.com/maggiehudson11

Ahmer Inam
picasaweb.google.com/ahmer.inam
jpgmag.com/people/ahmerinam

Jordan Iverson  flickr.com/photos/jc_iverson
I mostly use a Canon 30D. I’ve also been 
known to use a Holga Fisheye & my Canon 
Powershot SD10.  
jpgmag.com/people/jciverson

Rice Jackson  terra360.com
I am a photographer, writer, and rock lover.
jpgmag.com/people/rjackson

Mikael Jansson  mikael.carbonmade.com
I just shoot what I see.
jpgmag.com/people/archangelse

Johnny Jetstream  johnnyjetstream.com
jpgmag.com/people/johnnyjetstream

George Karaganis
flickr.com/people/gmkaraganis/
I like to shoot people in the street.
jpgmag.com/people/gmkphoto

Ivan Kropotkin 
jpgmag.com/people/kropotkin

Bruce Larson  bvphoto.net
With my wife Vida, trying to fill the need for 
quality, affordable photography services in 
the Orlando, Florida area. To date, much of 
what we have done is charitable work. 
jpgmag.com/people/bvphotography

Robert Larson
chriscayton.deviantart.com
A close friend of mine once said that I 
photograph things I want and things that 
frustrate me. I think he is generally right.
I like writing just as much as I like 
photography—only I don’t write as often or 
as casually as I take pictures.
jpgmag.com/people/chriscayton

David Lazar  myspace.com/dvlazar
I’m a photographer and musician from 
Brisbane, Australia. My favorite styles of 
photography are portraiture and landscape. 
Also, in general, I prefer shots that contain 
an element of ‘cannot be captured exactly 
again’—expressive people shots, action shots, 
and any scenario with a unique aspect to it.
jpgmag.com/people/dvlazar

Alyse Liebovich
flickr.com/photos/69332974@N00/sets
I am my best self when in motion. I received 
my first camera when I was five years old and 
have been obsessively documenting life ever 
since. I want to be a travel photographer/
writer.
jpgmag.com/people/alyse444

Alberto Lizaralde
flickr.com/photos/lasfotosdealberto/
I am learning.
jpgmag.com/people/elnickdealberto

Jon Macapodi 
flickr.com/photos/jonmac_photography
I am a follower of Jesus but not very good at 
it sometimes. I love people but not enough. I 
make photographs, but sometimes they’re not 
very nice. But I’m getting better with all of it.
jpgmag.com/people/jonmac

Matthew Mahon  matthewmahon.com
One of Texas’ leading editorial photographers, 
Matthew Mahon, was actually raised in urban 
Newark, NJ. Mahon’s work has appeared in 
TIME, WIRED, and ESPN magazines.
jpgmag.com/people/mpmiv

Kevin Meredith  flickr.com/photos/lomokev
jpgmag.com/people/lomokev

Michael Michaud
jpgmag.com/people/mmichaud

Marcelo Prieto Moffat
lomohomes.com/diablitomx
I am from Chile. I live in Mexico. I shoot in 
film. “Things are not the way we see them, 
but the way we remember them.”
jpgmag.com/people/diablito

Edouard Mouy  thefotokid.com
I’m 18 and live in Melbourne, Australia. I run 
on coffee and jazz. Currently undertaking a 
BA in Photography at RMIT. 
jpgmag.com/people/thefotokid

Michael O’Neal
jpgmag.com/people/moneal

Rod Pasibe
jpgmag.com/people/rpasibe

Ednaldo Alves Paulino
web.mac.com/ednaldo/iWeb/Site/Home.html 
Photography is freezing a moment, seeing in 
a different way, revealing details, and having 
fun! I like to shoot almost everything, but 
main interests are graphism and geometry.
jpgmag.com/people/ednaldo

Allan Pospisil
jpgmag.com/people/bridger

Dave Roth
jpgmag.com/people/travelingroths

Justin Sailor  hometowninvasion.com
jpgmag.com/people/bugsyrocker

Gustavo Sanabria
flickr.com/photos/sanabria-/
jpgmag.com/people/sanabria

Gabi Sarlay
I am... well, I like to hide behind my camera.
jpgmag.com/people/gabi25

Jeffrey Shay 
flickr.com/photos/brainware3000
jpgmag.com/people/brainware3000

Jacques Shy II  myspace.com/corruptcandy
“It was always the becoming, never the being 
that he dreamed of.”
jpgmag.com/people/folken

Guillaume Simon
I am French, I am small, I am 24, I am in 
love with Camille, I am what my camera says, 
and my camera says who I am!
jpgmag.com/people/milom

Marc Subido
jpgmag.com/people/odibusmacsimus

Irwan Sutjipto
jpgmag.com/people/irwansutjipto

Dustin Watson
I am a college student majoring in art. 
jpgmag.com/people/dcrolla88

TJ Watt  lucidography.com
I’m hanging out under the summer haze 
with melting Crayola smudges and skies with 
psychedelic clouds full of galactic colors and 
shape-shifting sounds. I’m floating through 
fog-filled forests, fuzzy and free.
jpgmag.com/people/bangle
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PHOTO CHALLENGE

Find next issue’s challenge here: jpgmag.com/themes

This Issue: Celebration  Either dig into your photo archives or shoot a new image of a group of people celebrating. We’d 
love to see a wide array of cultures and celebration types in this challenge theme.

1. Puerto Rican Day Parade 2007 by Antonio Encarnacion jpgmag.com/photos/400984  2. The Lost Tribe by Keith Clarke jpgmag.com/
photos/397921  3. Christmas Parade by Marcelo Prieto Moffat jpgmag.com/photos/402919  4. End of the Night by Maggie Hudson jpgmag.com/
photos/265952  5. No Matter Who You Are, Be Happy by Edouard Mouy jpgmag.com/photos/402446  6. The Family by Irwan Sutjipto jpgmag.com/
photos/396135  7. 2008 by Bruce Larson jpgmag.com/photos/398754 
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INTRODUCING THE SONY®  (alpha) DSLR-A700. The camera that knows seconds can make a world of difference. With 
sensors that activate as soon as you pick up the camera, 11-point autofocus, and fi ve frames per second shutter speed, 
the Sony    (alpha) DSLR-A700 camera allows you to focus and shoot with amazing precision. And with an HDMI 
output, you can view your high-quality photos on your HDTV.* To learn more, visit sony.com/dslr.

IN PHOTOGRAPHY, TIMING IS EVERYTHING.

*HDMI cable required, sold separately.
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